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The all-blue matte dial is instantly recognisable by its brilliant-
white big-eye sub-dial at 3 and the engraved 0-60 steel bezel. 
The Cresta balances athletic presence with stylish design 
details. The overprinted Super-LumiNova Grade A hour 
numerals create full clarity by night and an off-white colour 
by day, while the main 60 second chronograph hand sits as 
a sharp line of cyan alongside the polished edged, dauphine 
style hour/minute hands, which are infilled in Super-LumiNova. 
Debossed sub-dials and a subtle domed effect on the fish-eye 
sub-dial at 3 round off a design that’s modern, sporty and 
perfect for any environment. 

Machined for high-precision use, the elegantly-shaped Farer 
Chronograph Sport case is made of high-grade 316L stainless 
steel, and finished with a circular-brushed top and horizontal-
brushed side. Set against a highly-polished back that’s 
individually numbered around the rim, the case sits snugly 
on the wrist and measures just 44mm lug-to-lug and 12.9mm 
in height, including the domed box case front crystal. The 
polished capped recessed pushers in 316L stainless steel are 
matched by a polished steel winding crown, with a Farer bronze 
cap completing the sporty design. 

Through the flat sapphire crystal case back, you’ll see a Swiss-
made SELLITA SW510 BH Elaboré grade manual movement 
that’s built for demanding use, with an impressive 58 hours 
power reserve. The beautifully detailed movement also delivers 
perlé finishing, blue screws on the main plate, and has been 
intricately customised on the high end bridge with an engraved 
Farer monogram chequered sports pattern.
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41mm 12.9mm 20mm

MOVEMENT 
Swiss-made SELLITA SW510 BH Elaboré grade, skeleton 
framework, bespoke high end bridge with engraved Farer 
monogram chequered sports pattern

VIBRATIONS 
28’800 vibrations per hour (4 Hz)

FUNCTIONS 
Hours, minutes, small seconds, 60 second chronograph, 30 
minute counter at 3, 12 hour counter at 6

JEWELS 
Large sized, 17

WINDING 
Hand-wound

POWER RESERVE 
Approximately 58 hours fully wound

CASE 
41mm diameter, 11mm depth, 12.9mm depth including domed 
crystal, lug to lug 44mm, 31mm dial aperture, serial numbered

MATERIAL 
316L high grade stainless steel

FINISH 
Circular brushed top, horizontal brushed side, highly polished 
back

BEZEL 
Anodised Aluminium external fixed bezel with engraved 
tachymeter bezel and infi lled markings

DIAL 
Matte blue main dial plate with overprinted Super-LumiNova 
Grade A hour numerals, with white, red and blue markings to 
debossed sub-dials with brilliant white domed effect big-eye 
sub-dial at 3

HANDS 
Polished steel outlined Super-LumiNova Grade A infill, 
dauphine style hour/minute hands, racing red, blue and jet 
black sub-dial point hands

CROWN

Straight solid stainless steel, machined bronze inset cap 
featuring embossed Farer ‘A’

PUSHERS 
Capped recessed buttons in polished 316L stainless steel

GLASS 
Anti-refl ective box cased crystal, fl at sapphire exhibition 
glass on rear

STRAP 
Barenia bridle leather, sports perforated, 316L stainless steel 
buckle fastening

LUG 
20mm

WATER RESISTANT 
10ATM
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